This study developed spatial Poisson model to incorporate spatial autocorrelation in crash frequency across contagious freeway segments. Spatial autocorrelation is the presence of spatial pattern in crash frequency over space due to geographic proximity. Usually crash caused congestion on a freeway segment propagates upstream and creates chance of occurring secondary crashes. This phenomenon makes the crash frequency on the contiguous freeway segments correlated. This correlation makes the distributional assumption of independence of crash frequency invalid. The existence of spatial autocorrelation is investigated by using Conditional autoregressive models (CAR models). The models are set up in a Bayesian modeling framework, to include terms which help to identify and quantify residual spatial autocorrelation for neighboring observation units. Models which recognize the presence of spatial dependence help to obtain unbiased estimates of parameters quantifying safety levels since the effects of spatial autocorrelation are accounted for in the modeling process. Based on CAR models, approximately 51% of crash frequencies across contiguous freeway segments are spatially auto-correlated. The incident rate ratios revealed that wider shoulder and weaving segments decreased crash frequency by factors of 0.84 and 0.75 respectively. The marginal impacts graphs showed that an increase in longitudinal space for segments with two lanes decreased crash frequency. However, an increase of facility width above three lanes results in more crashes, which indicates an increase in traffic flows and driving behavior leading to crashes. These results call an important step of analyzing contagious freeway segments simultaneously to account for the existence of spatial autocorrelation.
Introduction
Crash frequency for contiguous roadway segments tends to be correlated because congestion caused by a crash on a segment propagates to upstream. The propagation could reach to upstream segment quickly if the crash is severe, the segment where the crash occurs is short and traffic entering the downstream is high. The congestion reached to upstream may cause secondary crashes, which makes the crash frequencies on the contiguous segments correlated. Usually crash frequency is modeled by a Poisson model (Noland et al., 2004 [1] ; Quddus, 2008 [2] and Li et al., 2007 [3] ) which includes a set of influencing factors such as geometric elements of the freeways, traffic characteristics, environmental factors, and human factors. The correlation of crash frequency on contiguous freeway segments cannot be taken account in such a Poisson regression model in previous study.
To deal with the correlation of crash frequency, the Poisson regression model is integrated with a Conditional Autoregressive Model (CAR) (Aguero-Valverde, 2013 [4] and 2014 [5] ) where the spatial effects leading to residual autocorrelation in the crash frequency can be specified. CAR models contain a precision matrix to control the spatial autocorrelation structure of the random effects based on the weight matrix. Contiguity of freeway segments can be specified in the model by a binary coding where a code equals to 1 if the freeway segments share a common border and is zero otherwise. A spatial autocorrelation parameter with variance is used to indicate the amount of autocorrelation in the crash frequency. The Poisson model integrated with CAR model can be estimated in a Bayesian framework. Under this framework, the unknown parameters are set to reflect prior knowledge. Posterior means can be derived based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation using Gibbs and Metropolis steps as sampling techniques. This study developed a statistical model that can incorporate spatial autocorrelation on contiguous freeway segments. Crash data and related influencing factor data were collected from the freeways in the Las Vegas area of Nevada. The spatial models are calibrated and interpreted, which shows significant different observations than those from using the traditional methods.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. The first section presents review of previous work on addressing spatial effects of transportation measures. In the second section, the spatial Poisson model is described with the presentation of the estimation method. The third section provides the description of data collection, which is followed by calibrating the spatial Poisson models in the fourth section. Comparison between the nonspatial and spatial Poisson regression models is also included in the fourth section. The last section includes the conclusions and recommendations for future study needs. crash prediction models help to explain variability observed in crash frequency and avoid making inference on biased estimates. Black et al., 1998 [6] employed a network autocorrelation analysis to examine accidents distributed along the segments of a highway system and found a significant level of positive spatial autocorrelation. El-Basyouny et al., 2009 [7] used Gaussian conditional autoregressive and multiple membership models on 281 urban segments in Vancouver, Canada and found that spatial autocorrelation across urban segments explained approximately 87.6% of the variability in crash rates for CAR model while it was approximately 98.5% for multiple member ship models. In addition to these findings, it was also revealed that AADT, business land use, number of lanes between signals and density of unsignalized intersections had significant positive impact on the number of crashes.
Guo et al. (2010) [8] employed Bayesian count and Gaussian models to incorporate corridor-level and intersection proximity spatial autocorrelations in predicting crash rate and crash frequency. It was revealed that the size of an intersection, traffic conditions for both through and turning movements and the coordination of signal phase have significant impacts on intersection safety. This implies that closeness of coordinated intersections is likely to stimulate differential driving behavior compared to isolated intersections.
Arthur R. M. [9] identified the existence of spatial autocorrelation based on Moran's I statistics applied on neighboring network intersections. To be able to apply the concepts of spatial autocorrelation on intersections as opposed to network roadway segments, the analysis considered the roadways as links and the intersections and the ad- ν necessarily large. We also assume uniform priors for random effects,
σ  with large variance, M σ . We further assume the existence of second order spatial effects (Bolstad, 2005 [14] and Gelman et al., 2014 [15] ) unaccounted for by the covariates and specify a Conditional Autoregressive Priors (Lee, 2011 [16] and Kery, 2010 [17] ):
Equation (3) is a special case of the Gaussian Markov random field which contains a precision matrix to control the spatial autocorrelation structure of the random effects based on the weight matrix W. Contiguity of freeway segments can be specified in the model by a binary coding where 1 kj w = if the freeway segments share a common bor- τ have an independent prior specified as follows:
Spatial autocorrelation:
Our decision to adopt Equation (3) is based on the appealing fact that (Kery, 2010 [17]) conducted a comparative research and identified that the random effects modeled by a conditional autoregressive (CAR) prior distribution specified by Equation (3) 
Data and Descriptive Statistics
This section requires dataset with a structure focusing on the investigation of a special case of unobserved heterogeneity: spatial dependence of crash frequency for contiguous freeway segments. The model inputs are traffic and geometric characteristics from contiguous freeway segments extracted from loop detectors managed by FAST. Freeway segments which shares a common border identified as natural delineation between entrance and exit were considered. Since the purpose is to identify the existence of spatial dependence, contiguous freeway segments with missing traffic characteristics were removed from the study and retained only segments with all information required.
Based on the aforementioned criteria, a total of 36 Segments were selected for study.
Using ArcMap, a polygon shapefile was created for all segments under study with visual
aid from a base map as a tracing tool. Furthermore, sensor codes with their locations were observed from Google maps and matched with the created GIS shapefile of freeway segments and traffic characteristics which included vehicular speed and traffic volumes were extracted for each sensor located on those segments.
Geometric characteristics were obtained by changing a GIS shapefile to KMZ and overlay the resulting KMZ file on Google earth map for visual aid. Number of lanes, median shoulder and right shoulder were observed and measured from the overlaid KMZ file as shown on Table 1 which shows summarized data.
From Table 1 , it is evident that there is a high variability of crash counts and an indication of the presence of over-dispersion since the standard deviation of the crash counts is greater compared to its mean. Geometric characteristics are also diverse as shown by the minimum and maximum values in addition to their mean and standard deviations. However, less can be learnt concerning the existence of spatial effects and our detailed discussion is focused on the results section which follows.
Model Results and Discussion
CARBayes package version 4.0 and WINBUGS version 1.4.3 were used in estimating our models as shown on Table 2 . To reduce autocorrelation of samples from the posterior distribution, we thinned the sequence by keeping every 10 th simulation draw from each sequence. We also discarded the first 20,000 samples and concentrate on the last 80,000 samples to be able to diminish the influences of early iterations and achieve the target distribution. This implies that our final results are summarized from 8,000 drawn samples. To ensure that the chain's stationary distribution approximates the target distribution, we monitored our chain based on trace plots, historical plots of chain process as well as density plots of posterior means of the covariates and autocorrelation When the 95% credible intervals include zero, the corresponding factor is not significant at the 95% level and vice versa. We interpret our results based on the incident rate ratios which are exponentiated estimates and credible intervals as well as marginal impact for the interaction terms involving number of lanes and segment length.
Based on the results on Table 2 , approximately 51% of crash frequencies across con- In addition to the aforementioned findings, we also investigated the impact of geometric elements on the crash frequency. The results are interpreted based on the exponentiated coefficients and credible intervals. As the results showed, right shoulder was found insignificant on individual bases. However, overall all variables were found 
However, when the width of freeway increases above three lanes, the facility experienced Vertical axis: Marginal effect; Horizontal axis: Segment length an increase in crash frequency. This can be explained by the fact that there are more traffic flows and driving activity associated with change lanes which is likely to stimulate driver behavior as more vehicles occupy these segments. This is counter-intuitive when compared to the normal intuition indicated by two and three lanes as well as the previous research. The marginal effect graph also provides a clear picture of the interaction which could not be obvious based on the estimates alone.
Conclusions and Recommendation
Second order spatial effects are one of the components leading to unobserved hetero- 
Model Application
The developed model can be applied as a discriminant model. This is based on the fact that spatial effects terms are included in the modeling process. Theories on the estimation process require integrating out these effects and summarize them in terms of variance, a method which leaves out the actual influence of the remaining factors. Based on Figure 2 , a researcher can point out locations on the freeway network from which its factors exhibited more impacts on the crash frequency. For instance, with these results segments with four and five lanes increased crash frequency compared to those with fewer number of lanes. These lanes require further investigation to be able to understand causes of crash frequency occurrence.
Another important application is based on the natural interpretation of most of the regression coefficients. Negative coefficients in most of the cases means the corres-reduce more crash frequency on freeways. For instance, our results for long segments with few numbers of lanes indicated that by increasing the longitudinal space we are able to reduce the number of crash frequency experienced. This is counter-intuiting with segments of the same length but have more lanes. This means we cannot adopt an alternative of increasing segment length on these locations. This helps to narrow down countermeasures alternatives and focus on Intelligent Transportation Systems designed for safety improvements on the freeway systems.
Future Research
The results from this study have indicated the existence of spatial autocorrelation across contiguous freeway segments. This implies that segments with spatial proximity constitute traffic and geometric characteristics which influence crash occurrence in a similar trend. This phenomenon violates the distribution assumption of Poisson process under which crash events occur. Future research may involve simultaneity treatment of freeway segments in analyzing safety effects of factors which are believed to influence crash occurrence. Simultaneity behavior of observation unit can be incorporated in safety analysis by using simultaneous equation models which are the special case of the general structural equation models. In addition to solving the aforementioned problem of distributional assumption, general unobserved heterogeneity terms can further be incorporated to account for random effects.
